
Wormhole Raiding and Other stories, a LEGO style guide.

Firstly let's assume a few things to make this easier for us both. The basics I will try not to touch 
because you can find the barest of information on other sites including the EvE homepage so if 
you have no idea on any of the basics, pelase go look for yourself. If you are still reading then 
allow us to make a list of assumptions about you and your goal:

1) You know how to play EvE and have been playing for at least a few months and right now, you 
have 2 days back to back to play.
2) You are allready capable of using the scanner and have enough probing knowledge to get by.
3) You are not currently broke and are able to buy or refit an existing Drake Battlecruiser and fly it.
4) You have basic knowledge of wormholes (no gates, no sec. status, Sleepers are not like 
regular NPCs etc).
5) You are 4-5 or more corp/alliance mates with 1 clear leader.
6) You are in a clone you are willing to lose, with your current clone updated just incase.

Ok with these rules laid out, let's look at the first step. 

Teamplay is more awesome.

As this is a team game and a team effort you are ideally working with 4 or 5 pilots Your team is 
going to be with you through the wormhole and you must rely on each other to give clear 
communication, be fair and honest, not be complete dicks to each other and it would help if you 
follow the instruction of 1 team member consistantly so you co-ordinate your efforts for the 
common good. 

Remember that your team mates are in the same place you are and under the same stresses and 
task obligations that you are. If you do not pay attention and get destroyed you weaken the entire 
chain and you leave your team mates in the shit so you must relise every members actions reflect 
onto your team.



Finally, going into a wormhole and spending the entire day if not the next day aswell and possibly 
a 3rd day for good measure with the same group of people means you had all better have 
something to chat/talk about because when you get a momentum going and it's all second nature 
to do the various tasks you want to at least have a good time with each other.

Ok with that out of the way (a "team spirit" disclaimer is always warranted right?) we should move 
onto something a bit more fun and something we are all interested in, ship talk, the ship you are 
all going to use and why.

WH Drake

This will be one of the larger sections as there are probably lot's of points to be made about the 
module choices and what not. And no that is not a Drake in a wormhole but it is a Drake.

Why the Drake? Well 'why not?' is simpler but these reasons might back our choice up somewhat.

1) It fields one of the best tanks in the whole game, it is notoriously annoying to kill and a decent 
set up is capable of tanking lvl4 missions or stalling DPS on a blob. Granted Sleeper rats are 
nothing like these but the fact remains, it's tank is very good.

2) It's size, it is not a battleship therefore it does not tax the wormholes quite as much. It is a 
shield tank and does not suffer from increased mass due to armor plating, which is another 
bonus.

3) Missile DPS. Compared to all other damage in game, the missile will always hit it's target and 
does not suffer from tracking or serious range issues. It is fairly straight forward, find your missile 
range, wait until target enters the range. Fire.

4) Cheap and decent for your ISK. 30mil for a Drake that can earn you 10 times that back over a 
couple of hours is not to be ignored. Cheap does not always mean bad and the Drake certainly 



proves it.

5) Most if not all EvE players can fly a Drake, it is not so skill intensive. Battlecruisers are one of 
the first things you aspire to own as you start to play and it is easy to achieve with minimal fitting 
problems. If you run into these problems you probably don't want to enter a wormhole just yet, go 
and train up and learn2play a bit first.

So with it being the perfect size, a great tank, reliable damage dealer, cheap and non skill 
intensive hopefully you see why it is the first choice of this guide. Here is the fit we came up with 
followed by a variant for those with a little more isk/skillpoints.

So fit 1 or...

Lazy Skateboard Idiot

Shield Power Relay II
Shield Power Relay II
Shield Power Relay II
Shield Power Relay II

Large Shield Extender II
Large Shield Extender II
Invulnerability Field II
Invulnerability Field II
Magnetic Scattering Amplifier II
10MN MicroWarpdrive II

Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Advanced 'Limos' Heavy Missile Bay I, Scourge Heavy Missile
Core Probe Launcher I, Core Scanner Probe I
Improved Cloaking Device II

Medium Core Defence Field Purger I
Medium Core Defence Field Purger I
Medium Core Defence Field Purger I

Hobgoblin II x5

and fit 2 or..

More SP More ISK T2 fit

Shield Power Relay II
Beta Reactor Control: Shield Power Relay I
Beta Reactor Control: Shield Power Relay I
Shield Power Relay II

Large Shield Extender II
Large Shield Extender II
Invulnerability Field II
Invulnerability Field II
Magnetic Scattering Amplifier II
10MN MicroWarpdrive II



Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Heavy Missile Launcher II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile / Scourge Precision Heavy Missile
Core Probe Launcher I, Core Scanner Probe I
Improved Cloaking Device II

Medium Core Defence Field Purger I
Medium Core Defence Field Purger I
Medium Core Defence Field Purger I

Hobgoblin II x5

The fitting choices explained.
The differences between the two fits are obvious but I will say that the second having T2 heavies 
means the low slots need the expensive Beta relays in order to fit them. I say expensive but at 2 
mil a pop it is not the worst thing in the world so suck it up. If you have the isk to burn I reccomend 
getting yourself Cal Navy invuls and res amps, a Corelum C-Type 10mn MWD, T2 rigs, Republic 
Fleet LSE. BESIDES ALL OF THESE, let's get back to the fitting.

Go ahead and plug that fit into EFT and check your own statistics but here is what I get. 
- Ok my shield skills are not the best but I get 673 sustained/reinforced which is good enough. 
- My volley damage is 1458 on Idiot and 1866 on the T2.
- Cap lasts 2min 26sec with the MWD running and my cap skills are the WORST.
- My shield resists are 72 66 75 79 and change. Yes Thermal is low, correcting that costs you your 
tank.
- Your signature radius is MASSIVE at 3405m but the MWD is needed (explained later).

Those stats on that ship are more than capable of handling Class 1-3 wormholes in packs of 4-5 
people. No problem.

A note on Frigate killing and missile use.
The advantage that the T2 Drake has over the Idiot drake is that it can use Precision missiles 
which are very oh so nice versus the Sleeper Frigates and the Argos Turret placements. If you are 
all stuck for T2 launchers then "do your best" with the regular ammunition.
Perhaps if there are more than 5 of you, you all can change 1 Field Defence Purger for a [b]
Warhead Rigor Catalyst I[/b] to help with the frig' DPS. However don't go fucking your tank over 
just for frig killing. And this is the sort of call the FC will make.

Regardless of what launchers you are using you will be using Kinetic missiles only as you have 
bonuses for this type.

Drones

Light drones are there for anti frigate purposes only and you want to use Hobgoblin drones 
because they have the highest base damage and as Sleepers Omnitank it makes no difference 
what damage type you use, but as said, they have the highest damage so Hobgob's are your 
obvious preference.

Remember that your limited Drone bay means you should not launch your drones and send them 
off further than 10km if you can avoid it, 25M3 buys you 1 flight so keep them safe but clearly do 



not sacrifice your mates Drake for your drones.
  As soon as they are webbed and scrammed they are toast, and they will at some point be 
targetted and attacked so you either want to see the Scram warning or notice the sleepers 
changing target then immedietly pull them back in or you risk losing them. 25 light drones on 1 
frigate is going to mess him up, so you want your drones alive and healthy for as long as possible.

If you have not done so, make a Drone engage and Drone Return shortcut(s) to make your drone 
management easier. Watch each others drones and do no be affraid to suggest somebody pulls 
them in if the target has switched

MWD

Essential. Just like in 0.0 bubbles are a possibility in a wormhole and motoring through them is 
something you definetly want to do but besides this PVP tactic, the real reason we suggest the 
MWD is so your Drake is capable of moving as fast as possible to the battleship rats to Orbit them 
at close proximity. This puts you under their tracking and you suffer less damage as a result. 
  Getting there might hurt a bit (see sig' tanking) but getting there is important and vital.

Cloak

Essential. So your group is fighting and looting and you have noticed a few vessels on scan, 
probes are out and you need to GTFO quickly. Wether you are in a safe spot or off a planet/moon 
drifting to nowhere, a cloak means you can never ever be found. A great tool for a wormhole and 
essential to your survival. If you all take an hour break, again, cloak in an offgrid or whatever and 
come back still alive and in one piece.

Probe Launcher

Essential. For many many reasons all of them good. You never have to rely on anybody to get you 
home because you have your own probe. Everybody has died and you have your own probe so 
you can get everyone home. The Wormhole you entered from collapses, probe out a new one. 
The WH collapses splitting your team up, you have a probe to get home. Your team mates turn 
into dicks, you have your own probe to get home. Everybody has rage quit EvE, you can get home 
becuase you have your own probe. Get the idea? do not enter a wormhole without one. Ever. Oh 
and it carries 8 core probes, you should take at least 16 spare in your hold.

Cargohold



I guess if you didn't read the entire guide this will catch you out when asked about it. The drake 
has enough cargospace for 1 Medium secure container. This buys you an extra 65m3 of space 
with which you can carry extra probes and ammo. Also it can be anchored in space at some off 
grid rendevous leaving your cargo hold free for only ammo.

Ok that should cover the ship choice for fighting, "But but what of Salvaging TooNu, do we just 
leave it there?", no of course not. You don't make ISK from bounties like you do in the rest of EvE, 
Sleepers drop tags from their cargo and then there is the salvage.
 So what would you use to salvage? and how would you go about it.

Salvaging
The end result of doing your job properly means ISK, getting that isk means you have to go 
through the site after the fighting is done scooping up wrecks and salvaging them down. Not doing 
this is very stupid and as such, should not be a process that is ignored in favor of "the fun stuff". 

We came up with 2 fittings and 2 sets of arguements, both ships have their pro's and con's but we 
leave the choice up to you. First the fittings then a discusion about them.

Myrmidon, WH Salvage Utility

Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II

Analyzer I
Codebreaker I
10MN MicroWarpdrive II
Large Capacitor Battery II
Large Capacitor Battery II

Small Tractor Beam I
Small Tractor Beam I
Salvager I
Salvager I
Improved Cloaking Device II
Core Probe Launcher I, Core Scanner Probe I

Medium Salvage Tackle I
Medium Salvage Tackle I
Medium Salvage Tackle I

Light Armor Maintenance Bot I x5
Hobgoblin II x25

Hurricane, WH Salvage Utility

Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II



Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II

Analyzer I
Codebreaker I
10MN MicroWarpdrive II
Large Capacitor Battery II

Core Probe Launcher I, Core Scanner Probe I
Improved Cloaking Device II
Salvager I
Salvager I
Salvager I
Small Tractor Beam I
Small Tractor Beam I
Small Tractor Beam I

Medium Salvage Tackle I
Medium Salvage Tackle I
Medium Salvage Tackle I

Light Armor Maintenance Bot I x5
Hobgoblin II x1

Myrm
Pros: (with TooNu pityfull skills).
- 635 m/s so it is not so slow even with 6 expanders.
- Large drone bay. Replace your Drakes drones with the spare 25 Hobgob's that you have in your 
hold.
- 6 minute cap with the MWD, Tractors, Salvagers, Analyzer and Codebreaker all running. You 
won't of course need all of this on at the same time but it demonstrates how much cap it has.
Con's:
- 1718m3 cargohold compared to...

Cane
Pro's: (again with TooNu)
- 2041m3, more space means more space for more loot and spare ammo.
- 3 salvagers and 3 tractors for faster easier salvaging.
- 749 m/s, faster than the Myrm but..
Con's:
- 4min 25sec cap with the MWD [u]only[/u] running. You won't be perma running the MWD on 
either ship, your tractors can't keep up with your ship while it's on anyway but also because 
occasionally you won't be moving due to being in a prime salvage spot.

So really the choice of salvage vessel is yours but we reccomend 1 of the above. Both have ideal 
mass for a C3 wormhole, both have excellent fitting variations but with slight bonuses over the 
other depending on what you need more. Incidently both have a flight of light armor repair drones 
for those whose shield damage bled into armor and now it needs repairs in the downtime. Not to 
influence your choice but I prefer the Hurricane.



I think the tactics are fairly straightforward but here goes.

 There does not need to be an extra human being to pilot the salvage vessel if an alt will suffice. 
The advantages of this are your isk split is still the same and you can keep an eye on the entrance 
WH cloaked up from time to time. Having the alt sit 100km with the WH selected and LOOK AT 
selected means if something enters, the WH makes that shimmery noise which is your cue for 
comms check and some intel on the neutral that just entered. If there is no alt that can do this 
then an additional human salvage pilot has the advantage of extra eyes and ears and at least 1 
member of the team does not need to kill/salvage simultainiously; though your isk split is 1 
greater.

 The salvage vessel hides somewhere cloaked (WH entrance/Off Grid Safe) waiting for the 
Drakes to clear a site, then it warps to and starts cleaning up while the Drakes head to the next 
site and so on. In the quiet down times the vessel is again hidden cloaked.

Reinforced Metal Scraps. 

It might have come from the WH and you might be thinking, "oooh what does this turn into??", the 
answer is Tritanium and not much. The answer to your second question is, dump it to save cargo 
space but if you have the room you might aswell take it.

 Cargohold. Either ship can fit a Huge Secure Container into its cargohold which is 1,500 m3 but 
it gives you an extra 450 m3 of space and it can be anchored in your off grid rendevous. A must 
have.



 Hacking and Analyzing.

 The skills do not take much to train, if you haven't done so then please sort yourself out. The 
RADAR and MAGNOMETRIC sites are a good source for ISK and should not have to be ignored 
due to lack of skills.

Everybody pretty? on with the show!

With your ships and team together ahead of schedule you should probably download this tool 
called 'Wormhole Thingie':
http://www.eveonline.com/ingameboard.asp?a=topic&threadID=1030547

This application is pretty straightforward to use. Find a wormhole and enter in the 4 digit code on 
the first tab to se the type of WH you have found. If it is a WH system entrance then upon entering 
the WH you will see the system name starts with a J and has numbers after it. You enter in the J 
code on the second tab to see what type of wormhole space you have found, if it has bonuses, if it 
has penalties, if it has nothing like that of the sort.



The first tab shows you the Maximum Jumpable Mass and the Maximum Mass Capacity, now you 
relise why Battlecruisers are a good idea. It does not take many Battleships to close the average 
wormhole especially a C2 entrance/exit and as such BC's make a great alternative. The MMC is 
not to be worried about too much with 4-5 BC's and you can do frequent trips in and out of the 
wormhole with no real affect on its stability.
 "This wormhole is beginning to decay and probably won't last another day" gives you a 16-24hrs 
window of safely using that WH without it collapsing. As a general rule though, as soon as your 
WH reads "on the verge of collapse" you should note that you have less than 2 hours to get your 
stuff together and leave through it because it will close so keep an eye on it every now and again.

More info see here: http://wiki.eveonline.com/wiki/Wormhole_Reference

I love it when a plan comes together



Sadly this is the longest and hardest part to organise. You can't keep your team waiting on you 
finding a WH to exploit as it has to be an effort of finding the WH; getting everyone on to get 
inside it within the WHs stability window, starting that day or the day after with no exit behind you. 
Tricky to manage and it requires patience on everybodies behalf so that has to be laid out clear 
for everyone. Instant gratification types (FPS players and PVP junkies I mean you) are probably 
not the best sort of team mates for this sort of thing.

So find your WH early on in the day or straight after downtime and by the evening and with a little 
luck perhaps your team can be shooting sleepers sooner rather than later.

Ok back on schedule and you and your team have found your C3 WH; you have enough ammo, 
probes, dancers and spirits to last you a couple of days, here is how to get set up.

- Your scout enters the WH and bookmarks the other side for fast exiting. This scout can be 
covert ops or disposable heron or whatever, but it's job is to go through the system looking for any 
signs of a POS or other raiders. 

If a POS does come up, directional scan it down and only warp to it at 100km and only if you can 
warp cloaked. The POS if active will show a Force Field on the scanner. Upon arrival bookmark 
the spot, warp off to something behind you, warp back to that bookmark at 100km, do this one 
more time until you are at least 300km from the POS, book mark this spot as your POS SPY. 
Make sure to make a copy for your team leader. If you can't warp cloaked then just take note of 
where the POS is EXACTLY.
 A POS in your WH means it is likely to be cleared of anything valuable; though a system wide 
scan is still warranted as the occupants may have been away from the game. Perhaps you can 
find another WH in that WH, sometimes you will find 2. Your only option at this point is to leave 
and move on to somewhere else or to travel through this WH to a neighbouring WH.

- Assuming the WH is clear, your scout then drops the probes and does a quick system wide 
scan. This gets you the Cosmic annomaly sites (straight forward combat sites) instantly and a 
bunch of signatures to probe out properly. Count the different signatures you get and count the 
combat sites you get, read off the names and report the findings to your team leader.

- Next the scout finds the ideal spot for an off grid safety. We typically pick the furthest planet in 
the constellation and a point far on the opposite side that runs neither through or close to any 
other body in the system. Book mark a point in warp, warp back to the bookmark and do a 360 
directional scan at maximum. The goal is to get nothing on your scan which means nothing can 
scan you out quickly and they must use Combat Probes to do so which you can pick up on your 
directionals. Use this spot as your rendevous, anchor containers here use it as an AFK cloaked up 
spot etc.

- The scout leaves the WH, copies the bookmarks needed and gives them to the rest of the team.

- The team should have it's ships, supplies, bookmarks and is ready to go into the WH. Get in 
there fast and get to the off grid and cloak up. The team leader then either drops probes to scan 
everything down or that has allready been done and you are now deciding what site(s) to do first. 
Combat sites are generally the best thing to go for first as they are easy to scan out and clear 
leaving only the probe-able sites left making it harder for neutrals to get the drop on you. They 
also offer up the greater isk/hour rewards.

- We find it best to take more Fury missiles than Precision missiles but your ratios are up to you.

- As the leader you are responsible for the loot so you take it upon yourself to delegate the looting 
to the salvager and only the salvager. Nobody should be picking up anything while they are in their 
drake. After each site have the Salvager send you a note of the exact tags and nanoribbons that 
were looted allowing you to give a run down of isk made every now and again and to remain in 
control of the operation.



Combat Sites

The easiest and best thing I can do for you is link you this site here... http://eve-
survival.org/wikka.php?wakka=WormholeSpace
...this site is viewable in game and is a great resource for knowledge. Click the Class 3 wormhole 
link and it will give you a list of links to each site you would find in a C3. Use this to determine what 
site you want to tackle.

A few pointers from us on the subject of combat sites, these pointers can be applied to all sites in 
a wormhole.
- Turrets do not drop anything.
- Frigates most commonly web and some scram, unless they are the trigger for the next spawn 
you want to kill these first.
- MWD towards the battleship(s) and orbit closely at your best regular propulsion speed. 
Remember to turn that MWD off to lose the sig' penalty.
- If you are webbed to all hell turn off the MWD; it's only harming you due to the sig' penalty.
- Remember, Precisions for Frigates and Turrets, Fury missiles for Cruisers and Battleships. 
Always check you are firing the correct ammo type. 
- Always say, "reload", when you are about to do so.
- Everybody should be on your watch list, if you think their tank might not be coping then everyone 
should be on the ball but let the leader assess the situation and be verbal about it. We don't want 
5 people going nuts over comm's. Make a standing order for everyone to set their shield alarm to 
go off at ?% shields, when it gets to that permission to warp out is given. Make a standing order 
that 10% before that alarm goes off, start aligning to a celestial. If you can not warp, you MUST 
make that clear.
- Frequently run your directional scanners with the 'USE ACTIVE OVERVIEW SETTINGS' box 
unchecked. Everybody does this. You are looking for probes of all types and you are looking for 
ships. Your ships are not fit for pvp so I reccomend you all hide if combat probes are out.



- As the leader it is one of your jobs to tag the sleeper rats. Either you delegate this task to a 
SL/WC/FC or you do it yourself but it is important that you have focus fire and it is vital that 
everybody knows what the first target will be. As a side point to this, Sleeper frigates are not so 
tough and 4 volleys of precisions usually sorts them out so if you have to clear a wave of frigates, 
perhaps focus your tagging efforts on the cruisers and battleships or trigger spawns and leave the 
generic frigates to free fire.
- A tactic called 'Off site safety' is essential to managing a site such as a MAGNOMETRIC or 
RADAR you are not sure about. It involves your boys warping into the site handling the sleepers. 
Your salvage boat warps to your FC at 100km a minute later and cloaks up, makes a bookmark 
on that spot, aligns and warps out, warps back to this BM at 100km and again cloaks up and 
bookmarks that spot as the 'OFF SITE' then just aligns away from the site. If you have done this 
correctly your Drakes should be able to warp to your salvager at [b]10km[/b] and cloak up to 
passive recharge without bother.
 Also this means the RADAR and MAG sites will not despawn if you all warp out because your 
ships are still on grid but cloaked up.

LOOT!!!

After all of the hardwork of organising the op and having people turn up for it on time and ready to 
go, travelling through the pitfalls of W space and being constantly paranoid you deserve to know 
what your work has achieved.

 The blue tags that sleepers drop are bought by the NPC market in high sec space. They pay the 
following for each tag:

Neural Network Analyzer - 50,000 (Most commonly found on Frigates, Cruisers, Battleships).
Sleeper Data Library - 200,000 (...Cruisers, Battleships).
Ancient Co-ordinates Database - 1,500,000 (...Battleships).
Sleeper Drone A.I. Nexus - 5,000,000 (...Battleships).

The average battleship could drop: 1 Drone AI, 2 Ancient coord's, 4 library and 4 neurals netting 9 
mil from that one ship.

- Currently the salvage of note is...

- Combat sites should net you at least 70mil per site which will take you no more than 20minutes 
per site so obvious math makes that 210mil per hour which is VERY nice isk. (in our C4 we are 
getting 110mil on average per site so consider 70 mil a conservative amount).
- More pilots means more ISK split but more pilots means more DPS and Tank so your isk/hour 
ratio should be greater with a decent fast team of no more than 4-5. You can only get faster and 
your ISK can only increase.
- Just like on pirate ships, the Cap'n splits the booty so don't go touchin it ya filthy swabs! let the 
leader sort out the loot, he got you this far so you can trust him...right?



Raiding wrap up

Hopefully all of this has given you a pretty good idea of what to do and how to handle yourselves 
on a WH raid. If you remember only a few of these points, try to remember these 3 rules.
1) Frequent scanner checks with USE ACTIVE OVERVIEW SETTINGS 'unchecked'.
2) Frequent vocal communication over Vent, TS; EvE Voice etc.
3) Stay organised and listen to the FC/leader, don't get sloppy or it may cost you and your team.

-------Go and take a break or do something else before continuing-------

Part 2, and still work in progress.

So shall we say that you have been in a few holes and know your way around your probe enough 
to be comfortable staying in a little longer before pulling your assests out. Shall we also say that 
you have been enjoying these new explorations with a friend or friends and are comfortable 
enough with them to continue for a month or 2 of this sort of behaviour, you all agree this is what 
you want to do, you all agree it could go wrong or it could make you all wealthy.
   What you must understand however is that you are all probably stuck together like idiots on a 
tour bus for 6 weeks touring unknown parts of the universe ("like Wales or the state of Arizona 
lololol" <--stfu ). It might get bitchy, it might get awkward, it might become a full on bonding 
moment either way your EvE gaming days might never be the same again so just be ready for 
that, ok? let's not have any tears this time.

So here we go.

LIVING IN A WORMHOLE (or, it ain't so hard).

I want to write about 2 types of living here. With 2 words you instantly understand the differences, 
"Settled" and "Nomadic". I'll go more into the settling of a wormhole over the nomadic one 
because nobody likes Gypsies (stealing babies, selling you redundant washing pegs, burning tires 
etc) but mainly because settling takes more work and more explaining over just moving about with 
no home.

I also thought about starting this off with a checklist, one you might make for say a camping trip or 
a caravaning holiday, you know you are going away for ages and you want to have everything on 
this list sorted out before you get there and your discussion ends with something like this "oh for 
****sake so we have 4 weight of beans but you didn't pack the tin opener??". Just replace beans 
for probes and tin openers for....liquid ozone....so a list would just be a bit too much right away 
and as such I'll add it on the end for things you will/might need as we go through the various 
stages.

Picking your Wormhole, why your current choice might be rubbish.
Generic 'How to start' bit.
- Ideally you want a wormhole dead end. You want a wormhole that is easier to defend when there 
is often only one entrance.
- So you've scanned a wormhole out somewhere, enter it and don't just assume this is the one.
- Scout it out first. Drop probes or 1 deep space scanning probe and see what signatures and 
anomolies you get. Then "fly" round the planets with your directional out looking for POS's and 
other bits for signs of player life.
- Scan down the signatures and look for another wormhole. When you get Gravi, Ladar, Radar, 
Mag sites ignore them as soon as it says what type they are. You want your scanning done quickly
so don't waste time on these just now.
- Enter that new wormhole (remember to Bookmark it on both sides) and repeat the process until 
your only Wormhole in the system is the one you entered through. If you have a bit of luck there 
will be no POS's or shit inside and you can start operations quickly.

:ASSUMPTION MODE:
So your final wormhole system is empty and it is a class 3 wormhole goody joy joy for you. Your 



team is getting the last of your supplies together and bundled up into one system somewhere near 
to where your original entrance was found, everybody has at least 2 hours before dinner and so 
you can start. Go back to meet them and copy your bookmarks for the route through to your new 
home wormhole so if shit happens like DC's or what not they can still get there later on. Also there 
are 4 of you.
:ASSUMPTION MODE OFF:

Picking your POS location
Lot's of guides out there about setting up a POS, specifically this guide here 
http://www.eveonline.com/ingameboard.asp?a=topic&threadID=817184 . Your POS should be 
setup in regards to putting ANYBODY off from attacking it or making it difficult for random raiding 
groups to just have a go at ruining your shit. One tactic that you can do to help make acts of 
violence to your home more difficult is a good location.
- The planet that is furthest from everything else is your best location then..
- The moon that is furthest out from the centre of the system.
- This is akin to seeing everything and having nothing sneak up behind you. Less directions to 
your POS on a 100km 'warp to' the better.

What to take in first
Logistics in EvE are as fun and as necessary as shitting with hemoroids. It's got to be done but 
the blood on your toilet paper would look better if it wasn't red but brown and not blood but just 
ordinary shit. So to make it as painless as possible you can organise yourself ahead of schedule 
and make it faster and just done with rather than prolonged and annoying. 

- Your 3 guys waiting should have alltogether at least 1 week of fuel stored in Giant Secure 
Containers packed into their Industrials. 1 week is the minimum at the moment.
- You then need to take: 1 Corporate Hangar Array, 1 Ship Maintenance Array.
- Remaining space is for more fuel, specifically fuel that can't fit inside GSC's like Uranium, then 
go for Strontium.
- Basically don't waste space, take that lot on your first trip in.

With everybody ready to go you have yourself a little "Rawhide" moment but none of you are 
Rowdy Yates and your cows are more like Iteron Vs or Badger II's. You want your initial prober to 
act as a scout in something like a Recon, covert op's or a cloaky T3. Your convoy gets to the "W-
system" (<-- wank term) unmolested and you do the decent thing by hiding in your offgrid safety 
cloaked up.
- The boy with the POS in the hold warps in, launches, anchors, orbits and cloaks up.
- When anchored get everyone in, put the fuel in the bay and online the tower, everyone 
bookmarks the tower. Everyone else warp off and cloak.
- Tower is online, password is in, force field goes up, everybody comes to the POS and can relax 
for a bit.
- Everyone jettison/launch your POS mods.
- Leaving 1 person behind at the POS the rest head back to your regular space base and pick up 
yet more fuel and POS mods. Repeat until everything is in, don't dick about, do it quickly.
- Anchor and online a corp hangar first so when your boys bring things like ammo and fuel and 
what not they have a palce to store it that doesn't invlove jettisoning it.
- Likewise anchor and online the Ship array so you can store your industrials and start getting your 
various ratting ships, probing ships, salvage ships etc in and stored safely.

Anchoring and online what you like now, the moving in modules are up so logistics and setting 
your POS up will just take you the rest of your evening so don't plan on anything else to happen 
with your first day. If you find yourself with nothing to do, go and probe the system or sit in the 
neighbouring system spamming your directional like some sort of autistic Meercat lookout. Failing 
this go and get more fuel, you should allready have 4 weeks worth but a bit more won't hurt.

"Why would I need to defend my POS in a wormhole system anyway?"

If you are asking this then....ok, but really it's a bit of a silly question.



All fairly obvious but at some point an organised bunch might decide to take some roaming gang 
of battleships looking for POS's set up in a wormhole. Perhaps this is out of boredom or as they 
would so imaginativly put it "for the lulz", maybe it is because they want that system from 
themselves or it is their lifes work to do something utterly dull and pointless. If it comes down to it 
you want your POS to be ready against idiots.
- ECM batteries. Cheap to buy and online so have absolutly loads of them. Remote repping, 
shooting, anything, these batteries just stop it making the assaulters even more useless at life.
- Energy Neuts. Expensive to online but they do help ruin remote repping, or logistics ships they 
might have with them (kill these first obv.).
- Scrams and Disruptor batteries. One is short range but has more points and the other is long 
range, you need both.
- Rakes and rakes of guns (Artillery, Autocannons). More firepower is an obvious thing to like.
All of these are essential and should be online as often as possible. If your tower has labs upon 
labs online and the utterly useless refining arrays rather than your defences you have nobody to 
blame but yourself being so arrogant and rubbish if you find it under seige while you were asleep.

There are some advantages to having a POS up in a wormhole system in a defensive role.
Think of this system as a 0.0 system so you get away with pretty much anything and can build 
what you like (within reason), do what you want (again, within reason) and not worry about the 
fuzz knocking your door down. It's a magical place where things like cyno/bridging in help from 
dreads, carriers, battleships doesn't ever happen so any intruders have only what they took in with 
them to do the job. If things are going bad for them they can't just cry into alliance chat "hot drop 
plzzzzzz hlp". 
  A wormhole having typically 2-3billion m3 mass allowance means that 20-30 battleships can 
travel one way, take out the POS over 2 days and then be stuck there waiting for a WH route back 
home days later, if they really want to go to all of this trouble then just make their attempt a bit 
more tricky and then resign to the fact that some people are just relentless if a bit sad and stupid. 
You can't moon mine in a wormhole, so fighting over the moon is equally retarded.
  So you just want your tower to be as durable as possible so it takes a small group absolutly ages 
to take out. You want enough guns and ECM to deter small BS gangs from doing a super 
effective job at ruining your shit and lastly if you can, you want people with Anchoring V and 
therefore Starbase Defence Management I-IV. All this said however, if they want your POS gone 
and they have the power to do it you can only delay the inevitable...also your Stront bay makes 
their life a little more pointless on their, "why are we attacking this POS for the last 2 days 
exactly?" mission. 
 In short, the more pain in the arse your POS is to take out the less likely it is to be assaulted 
properly.

SNEAKY BASTARD KILLER
If your POS is ideally positioned in the system you want to find the entry points to your POS on a 
warp in from other celestials. If you have chosen the location wisely and there is only 1 direction of 
approach then this is more awesome.
 Anchoring V and Propulsion Jamming V will earn you the useage of Large T2 Mobile Warp 
disruptors (Anchoring II and Propulsion Jamming III for Small T1 Mobile Warp Disruptors). Placing
these around the warp-in's to the POS at 100km from the planet, behind and around your POS to 
create a drag effect means anybody that wants to have a visual look is gonna die.

Creating a web of these devices gives the impression that you do not like nosey types and any 
spying is seen as a resignation of current vessel ownership. Providing of ocurse that you have 
anchored GSC's in the bubbles to decloak said spies.

So your POS is up and running.
Generally your day to day activities are as follows:

Probing like the Rain man.
- Probe out the system after downtime, bookmark all anomolies and all signatures. Give them 
easy references along with the type of signature such as, "Gravi 1 Average Frontier Deposit", 
"Combat 1 Fortification Frontier Stronghold" etc. You do this because the next day again after 



downtime, resize your probes to 0.25AU, group them up and rescan all of your bookmarks that 
you have not harvested yet. This makes your daily probing much faster.
- Upon discovering a new WH, bookmark it until you have finished your system. Travel to the WH 
at 100km, BM the WH directly so it gives you a 0m warp to. Warp off, warp back and enter the 
system. Bookmark the WH and call it HOME for easy reference.
- Scan the system down with your directional scanner first and look for any other life (yes other 
POS's). Scan this system down, bookmark the sites you are after such as Radar's, Gravi's, 
combat's etc.
- If you are looking for a route to high sec and not interested in the other sites, ignore the sites 
when they reveal themselves (usually around 45%) to make your life easier.

and...

Running sites
- Always do the sites in your wormhole first. It makes probing each day faster. It deters raiders 
from hanging around. What would be the point in saving the local sites up?
- Combat sites are generally fast to do. Time yourselves and remember where each spawn for a 
specific site comes from, what is the distance to the sleepers each time? is it faster to bounce to 
an alt in a pod/zephyr then bounce back?
- If you can do a site in 20 minutes, do 4-5 sites then salvage. that gives you 20-40 minutes before 
the wrecks start to despawn. It's more efficient this way and then you can salvage as a team 
making that faster and a bit more fun/organised (fun lol!). The isk is in the salvage/tags, 
remember that.
- REMEMBER THAT: 
- If you are doing Radar's you need to hack a can to get the next spawn.
- If you are doing Ladar's you need to clear out any turret type sleepers so have a look with a 
combat vessel first. If there are no turrets, you will need to start harvesting the gas before they 
spawn or wait just 20 or so minutes.
- If you are doing Gravi's, beware of gas clouds that hurt your ships so scout them out first. The 
Sleeper spawn (usually frigates C1-C4) will trigger from when you have started mining or some 
period of time after you arrive, but it does not usually take long.

Miscelanious tips

- Train for T2 mining crystals for Arkonor, Bistot, Crokite, Mercoxit (rare and found only in core 
Gravimetric sites). All of the asteroid belts have nice quantities of the rare asteroids so mine them 
up when you are done with combat sites for extra isk. Bare (GRRR BEAR!!) in mind that these 
rocks are heavy so shipping them out takes a loooooong time. If you have nothing else to do 
however, why not?

- Gas harvesting. Best done in something cheap like a vexor. fit 4 gas harvesters and do a cloud 
in an hour for the "nothing else to do" isk factor. With exception to the high ends, they do not have 
much value but isk is isk. Again, a pain to ship out but easier than ore.

- Collapse any neighbouring WH that has a POS of a rival corp. in by using battleships fit with a 
cloak and a probe each. Make sure you take note of the mass of the WH and how many trips it 
will take you and your battleships to jump in and out to close it. If you screw up, one or two of you 
will be stuck on the wrong side!
 Collapsing the current WH will respawn a new WH For you to check out, and hopefully, an empty 
system.

Here is how we collapse ours:

Orca in with MWD. Cloak up.
Typhoon with MWD. In and out
Rokh with MWD. In and out
- 3 min wait - 
Typhoon with MWD. In and out



Rokh with MWD. In and out
- 3 min wait -
Typhoon in with MWD off.
Typhoon out with MWD on.
Orca out with MWD on.
The 2 billion mass allowance should be exceeded and the WH will close.

Reccomended ships to live with.
Needless to say that T3 ships are awesome at running sites in wormholes and are the perfect 
multitool. 
- The Proteus and Loki are not so bad but they do need to get in range so they must rely on the 
propulsion mods available, AB's are slower but give more tank, MWDs are faster but give you 
more sig' so you take more damage. They do however have great DPS.
- The Legion has people for and against it on equal measure however this guy knows how to use 
the Legion for PVE purposes better than anybody else so here is a link for you guys to read and 
decide if you want to use it or not. http://eve.battleclinic.com/loadout/25568-Legion-Legion-C3-
Sleepers.html
- The Tengu is by far the most obvious choice because as a missile boat it has no restriction to 
range really, missiles always hit for full strength. Also it is a shield tank so Pulsar WHs make your 
Tengu more awesome. Just our opinion but fighting in WHs with armor bonuses is dumb because 
the armor tanking sleepers also get the bonuses so avoid these unless super organised and with 
numbers on your side.

Though as you have a ship maintenance array inside, you can afford to take a few other ships in. 
- Transport ships such as the Prorator (Most low slots for more cargo space or more agility) or the 
Prowler (2 high slots: 1 probe 1 covert ops cloak).
- Gas Harvesting ships can be anything but the Moa is an ideal cheap option due to having more 
CPU for fitting the harvesters however the Ferox is perfect because it can fit a great passive 
shield tank while having the CPU over for 5 T2 gas harvesters,a cloak AND a probe.
- Mining ships. Well obviously the Hulk is nice but it is bulky and expensive so perhaps you want 
to downsize to a Retriever.
- Battleships with large mass full of armor plates to close wormholes.
- Battleships/cruisers that can snipe targets quickly like covert op's, probing frigates.

LOOT!!!
Here is what we do and so far it works.
Keeping the books is important and as you will no doubt be doing days of sites at a time before 
you take the loot out to sell you need your own system for keeping that isk fair and square with 
everybody. 

- Every 5 sites or so that you salvage take a few minutes to total the current loot.
- Make a list of the valuables and then give an estimated total of the haul per item and then a sub 
total, then the split which in this case is 3 ways.

NAME - QUANTITY - EST. VALUE

Neural Network Analyzer - 92 - 4.6 mil
Sleeper Data library - 92 - 18.4 mil
Ancient Coordinates Database - 24 - 36 mil
Drone AI Nexus - 14 - 70 mil
NanoRibbon salvage - 15 - 75 mil
SUB - 204
3x SPLIT - 68 mil

If you do this after every salvage run your pilots can make their own estimated total for the 
day/week but also I find that everybody wants to know exactly how much isk they are making.

Loot such as anything from a mag or radar site you just keep a list of and decide amongst 



yourselves what parts you are going to keep ahold of for your own T3 production (if you are 
intereested in that) and what items you will be selling. I would avoid putting todays EXACT value 
of every item of salvage/datacores/artifacts into your daily ISK estimate because the prices vary 
wildy and totalling up every sinlge piece of salvage is only going to make your day drag on and the 
pauses between salvage runs and actual combat longer. Things like wrecked hulls and what not 
go for a few million each but most salvage is just worthless or as near to worthless.
 
It is important that you have some form of running estimate but it is equally important that you 
don't over estimate what you will get for the salvage/tags because you might not have included 
brokers tax, fluctuating prices, what day of the week it is etc and if you say "ok guys we made 700 
mil!!" and then when you sell it you only get 500mil...well perhaps the other guys won't take your 
word for it or beleive you to be skimming off the top like some Goonswarm director.

If one person takes the initiative to do a fuel run while he has the high sec route and the time to do 
so, make sure he is paid back. use future loot runs to pay him back by taking a % of everybodies 
earnings to pay him back. If he spent 200mil of his own ISK to buy fuel and there are 5 of you, 
then obviously pay him back 80% of what he spent making it equal "ACROSS THE BOARD!".

And "above all" be honest, show your notes, always make it clear on prices and if need be 
screenshot your wallet transactions and show them. If you want to retain the role of "loot whore 
director" then you best earn it.

Ok hopefully the last bit...

Nomadic Wormholing or "I'm bored, can't we move on??"

Everything above applies, but instead of a POS you are taking a caravan of ships to live and get 
lost in. Many players grouping together not to live in wormholes but instead to stay temporarily 
killing sleepers, doing radar/mag sites and then moving on to a further wormhole.

The best way to do this is as a small group with at least one of you in an Orca industrial command 
ship full of ammo, GSCs, spare ships for fighting, salvage and probing.
 Ideally if 2 of you have an alt that can fly an Orca and own your own Orca each then you could 



have your own mobile base from where to carry out your operation. This or you do it solo with your 
alt in the Orca but try to limit yourself to C2 and C3 wormholes, remember a C1 will not take an 
Orca.
So the Orca can be fitted many ways but consider these examples:

Orca, WH Orca 1
Reinforced Bulkheads II
Damage Control II

Magnetic Scattering Amplifier II
Invulnerability Field II
Heat Dissipation Field II
Photon Scattering Field II

Improved Cloaking Device II
Small Tractor Beam I
Sisters Expanded Probe Launcher, Sisters Core Scanner Probe I

Large Low Friction Nozzle Joints I
Large Low Friction Nozzle Joints I
Large Low Friction Nozzle Joints I

Medium Armor Maintenance Bot I x5
Hobgoblin II x5

Orca, WH Orca 2
Expanded Cargohold II
Expanded Cargohold II

Magnetic Scattering Amplifier II
Invulnerability Field II
Heat Dissipation Field II
Photon Scattering Field II

Improved Cloaking Device II
Small Tractor Beam I
Sisters Expanded Probe Launcher, Sisters Core Scanner Probe I

Large Cargohold Optimization I
Large Cargohold Optimization I
Large Cargohold Optimization I

Medium Armor Maintenance Bot I x5
Hobgoblin II x5

Orca 1:
Pro's:
- 242,866 EHP
- Align time of 28.8 sec
Con's:
-36,000 m3 cargohold, compared to...

Orca 2:
Pro's:
- 96,913 m3 cargohold
- 88,169 EHP
Con's:
- 41 second align time



You could of course use power diagnostics and fit the named 100mn MWD instead, or you could 
replace the tractor beam with a capacitor transfer array for refitting purposes. The fit is really up to 
you based on what you think you will need from the ship. I fit my Orca like this and the stats are 
for the first fit.



Operation

- If we assume you are alone and you are in a Class 2. 
- You first make your off grid safety and cloak your Orca up safely then align to somewhere 
random. Always keep the Orca cloaked as much as possible
- Probe out the system with your covert ops ship then go to the Orca and change into your Tengu, 
make sure you have enabled 'Allow corp member usage' on the Orca otherwise it won't allow 
others to use the corp hangar or ship bay.
- Do the sites you feel comfortable doing, have time for then go back to the Orca and change into 
your salvage ship.
- Salvage the sites go back to the Orca, drop a can, have the Orca tractor the can up, change 
back into the Tengu.
- When the WH sites you want done are done, move to the next WH system.
- Repeat.

Simple and awesome. No need for a POS no need for fuel runs no need for anything other than 
the occasional "ok the Orca is full let's get it back to high sec asap".

Just bare (RAWR!!) in mind that depending on the agility of your Orca it will likely be at its most 
vulnerable between WH's because it will be too close to cloak up safely on the other side and it is 
very easy to probe out so be on the ball and get the Orca to somewhere else, and then a safety as 



soon as you can. If this means going ahead into the next WH with your probe ship first to make 
the off grid then so be it. If it gets caught by players, it will die and you will be very sad.
 Also it is HUGE so any WH you go through be advised that it may collapse leaving you cut off, so 
put the lighter ship through first then the Orca. Do not count on using that WH again if it is a class 
2, they tend to close fast. If this does happen, at least you have your probe launcher and cloak on 
the Orca so with time it should get out safely...eventually.

Finally.

I swear to god this is the last bit.
 Nomadic WH life is much easier than living in a system non-stop. You never have to worry about 
neutrals coming into your system, if you can't handle it just wait for an opportunity to leave. If 
things are going badly, just leave. If there is no isk to be made in a system. leave. It's so non-
commital it's laughable but that is the best part. 
 Players who have that "casual" attitude but dislike mining, mission whoring, straight 24/7 pvp get 
a mix of everything without the commitment. Like sleeping around, aslong as you have protection 
you should be fine...unless you were really drunk and desperate then who knows wtf you just did.

Nomadic WH life --> Lazy tax avoiding student's, part timers, our friend Pesro, "yea allright" types.

 On the other hand living in a wormhole is great fun and has potential for making you very wealthy 
over a short period of time. We find that by living with a set standard of rules everything beomes 
very routine but everything routine gets done very quickly leaving more and more time for the fun 
stuff. I would say that having a good group of people with you that you can have a laugh with as 
well as rely on is the most important part of all of this,the logisitics and learning the rules come 
over time but it is infinetly harder to learn who you could spend days, weeks or months with 
without podding each other.

Think of it as a Submarine; no windows, no trees, no sky, no outdoors, no replacing workmates so 
easily. Miles beneath the ocean and nobody knows you are there while you use your sensors and 
sonar to detect passing vessels. Or think of it as the wild west; your caravan has been on the 
move for weeks and you have found the perfect place to set up, fresh water nearby, lot's of space 
for vegetation, not too rocky, and plenty of sources for lumber nearby. You are on the frontier with 
unknown territory ahead of you and who knows what dangers lurk or what opportunities will 
present themselves.

Settled WH life --> Organisers, Autistic people, dellusions of grandeur types, megalomanics, 
James Bonds, Captain Ramius's.

"At the end of the day", "when all is said and done", "the name of the game is essentially".
Trust and being friendly. 
  I need to stress this again because you had best make sure that whoever you are with you get 
along fine because they are likely to have access to the same arrays that you have acess to, and 
one disgruntled internet "friend" can easily remove all of your work and fun. Or perhaps you are 
feeling sick as a dog but it's your turn to probe out a High/low sec route, the other people should 
not hold animosity towards you despite your lack of work today because they know that by helping 
you they help themselves. Bare (RAWWR!!) in mind that you can't duck out of work all of the time, 
living on the frontier requires everybody to be a wheel, or everybody to be a support, or just a 
regular worker on top of their existing CEO/ FC / Industrial role. If everybody chips in the work 
load is lighter and the isk is easier, the fun is funner and the experience is more rewarding.

Much like a puppy, but without the expensive vet bills or the fucking piss on the kitchen floor each 
morning.



:HANDY LINKS:
Vessper's PDF guide to finding wormholes - http://eve.battleclinic.com/guide/40831-
BattleClinic-s-Guide-to-Wormholes.html
EVELOPEDIA wormhole information - http://wiki.eveonline.com/wiki/Wormholes
The Hole Patrol's infinetly more usefull and awesome, A Guide to  Everything wormhole - 
http://www.fiercewebs.com/arcdragon/EverythingWormhole.pdf
RiotRick's Battleclinic Legion thread - http://eve.battleclinic.com/loadout/25568-Legion-Legion-
C3-Sleepers.html
Drug Kito's, Wormhole Thingie - http://www.eveonline.com/ingameboard.asp?
a=topic&threadID=1030547
Jonas Vinthyn's, MyPos - http://www.eveonline.com/iNgameboard.asp?a=topic&threadID=
585203


